
Lost Islands
The mainstream mindset can't cope with the concept of cartography charting catastrophic change.

Reconciling Ptolemy’s maps with modern maps is a challenge.

This is especially true for Gradualists who don’t accept Before and After Earth images 
represent a catastrophic transformation.

Instead of identifying changes Gradualists identify “errors”.

Instead of acknowledging change Gradualists explain away anomalies.

Malaga Bay – Cape Bojador and The Fortunate Islands
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2020/08/12/cape-bojador-and-the-fortunate-islands/

Their myopic mindset means [amongst other things] they occasionally lose islands.

Since the time of Plato they've lost track of Atlantis [aka Avalon].

Malaga Bay - Avalon
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2017/02/13/avalon/

Plato, the great Athenian philosopher, was born in 427 B.C., and lived to the age of eighty.

1911 Encyclopædia Britannica - Volume 21 - Plato
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/1911_Encyclop%C3%A6dia_Britannica/Plato

Since the time of Ptolemy they've lost track of Frisland and Taprobane.

When they imply the island of Frisland first appeared on the Zeno Map in 1558 they are 
being economical with the truth because the island is clearly visible on the Cosmographia – 
Scandinavia map drafted by Nicolaus Germanus in 1467.

Malaga Bay - The Frisland Finesse: A Tale of Two Islands
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2017/02/08/the-frisland-finesse-a-tale-of-two-islands/

Beneath the waves, lies the “phantom island” of Frisland.

Malaga Bay - Finding Frisland
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2017/02/06/finding-frisland/

Ptolemy’s Indian Ocean map shows Southern India is the detached island of Taprobane.

Taprobane collided with Northern India [sometime] during the last 2,000 years.

Malaga Bay - Indian Impacts: Taprobane
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2017/05/12/indian-impacts-taprobane/

The Periplus of the Erythraean Sea provides a spellbinding Lost in Academia experience as
the mainstream attempts to locate these ancient ports on a 20th century map of India.

The unthinkable alternative is to locate these ancient ports on a map of a similar age.

Malaga Bay - Lost in Academia: Periplus of the Erythraean Sea
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2017/08/15/lost-in-academia-periplus-of-the-erythraean-
sea/

Claudius Ptolemy (c. 100 – c. 170 AD    ) was a mathematician, astronomer, natural 
philosopher, geographer and astrologer who wrote several scientific treatises, three of which 
were of importance to later Byzantine, Islamic and Western European science.

Wikipedia - Ptolemy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ptolemy

More recently:

They've lost track of Elizabeth Island even though it was only discovered in 1578.

New Light on Drake - Zelia Nuttall - The Hakluyt Society - 1914
https://archive.org/details/newlightondrakec34nuttuoft/page/n358/mode/1up

Elizabeth Island is the name given to an island off the tip of South America visited by Sir 
Francis Drake in September 1578, during his circumnavigation of the globe. 

The island was not seen again and is regarded as a phantom.
…
In 1578 Drake, with a small flotilla, was seeking to enter the Pacific to attack Spanish trade 
there. In August 1578, he arrived at the Straits of Magellan. By September he had found his 
way through and entered the Southern Ocean, only to be blown south in a series of storms.

Parted from his consorts, Drake and his ship, Pelican, were at latitude 57°S (from Nuno da 
Silva; according to Richard Hakluyt "57 and a terce", i.e. 57°20') when, on 28 October, they 
encountered an island, and found shelter in a haven on its eastern shore. Drake 
remained for three or four days, gathering wood and water, and "herbes of grete virtue", 
before setting out for the coast of South America.

Wikipedia - Elizabeth Island (Cape Horn)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_Island_(Cape_Horn)

Sir Francis Drake (1540-1596) was an English explorer, sea captain, slave trader, privateer,
naval officer, and politician. Drake is best known for his circumnavigation of the world in a 
single expedition, from 1577 to 1580.

Wikipedia - Francis Drake
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Francis_Drake

Elizabeth Island, and Port Sir Francis Drake, appeared on maps as late as that of 
Emanuel Bowen in 1747, but neither place was visited or seen again

Wikipedia - Elizabeth Island (Cape Horn)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_Island_(Cape_Horn  )

Finding Elizabeth Island
Several sites have been suggested for Elizabeth Island since 1578.

Various suggestions have been offered as to where Drake landed.

Wikipedia - Elizabeth Island (Cape Horn)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_Island_(Cape_Horn  )

The Horn Island suggestion lacks the features described by Francis Drake.

NASA Earth Observatory - Cape Horn: A Mariner’s Nightmare
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/91472/cape-horn-a-mariners-nightmare

Because of this, later writers have contended that Drake actually landed at Cape Horn, 
from an account of the voyage – The World Encompassed – by Drake's nephew in 1628.

However, Riesenberg points out that Horn Island lacks wood, or fresh water, or a safe 
haven, or any other feature that Drake described ...

Wikipedia - Elizabeth Island (Cape Horn)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_Island_(Cape_Horn  )

Hornos Island is a Chilean island at the southern tip of South America. The island is mostly
known for being the location of Cape Horn. … The world's southernmost tree, a 
Nothofagus betuloides [Magellan's beech], is found on Hornos Island.

Wikipedia - Hornos Island
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hornos_Island

The as yet undiscovered Diego Ramírez Islands, at 56°30'S, are treeless and cannot have 
been the islands where Drake's crew collected wood.

Wikipedia - Farthest South
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Farthest_South#Sir_Francis_Drake

The Pactolus Bank suggestion has disappeared.

Therefore, my location of Port Sir Francis Drake was in Longitude 74° 30' W.

On transferring these courses to Ocean Chart No. 823, U. S. Hydrographic Office, I put my 
corrected position for Elizabeth Island right over Pactolus Bank, an isolated shoal I had 
never notices before. … The uncanny coming up of this small bank, out of the extreme 
depths of the South Pacific Ocean, seemed like a message from the long-departed Sir 
Francis Drake.

Cape Horn - Felix Riesenberg - 1939
https://archive.org/details/capehornstoryofc0000ries/page/n7/mode/2up

However, Riesenberg … offered an alternative suggestion. He notes that the position of the 
island is that of the Pactolus Bank, a seamount rising to within 70 fathoms (130 metres) 
of the surface, and suggests that the bank is the remnant of the island, disappeared in some 
volcanic eruption, or erosion by icebergs.

Wikipedia - Elizabeth Island (Cape Horn)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_Island_(Cape_Horn)

Pactolus Bank (or Burnham Bank) is (or was) a seamount in the Southern Ocean, west of 
Cape Horn. It was discovered by Captain W.D. Burnham of the American ship Pactolus on 
November 6, 1885. The bank has been proposed as a possible location for Elizabeth Island, a
phantom island reported by Sir Francis Drake in October 1578. However, subsequent 
surveys have been unable to locate the bank, which may itself be a phantom.
…
Felix Riesenberg, who served under Burnham, postulated that Pactolus Bank was the sunken
location of Elizabeth Island, discovered by Sir Francis Drake's ship the Golden Hinde in 
1578.

Wikipedia - Pactolus Bank
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pactolus_Bank

The Sars Seamount suggestion is sunk under a few hundred meters of sea water.

Entre el Mito y la Realidad - La Situación de la Misteriosa Isla Elizabeth de Francis Drake
Mateo Martinic - Magallania (Chile) 2019 Vol 47(1):5-14
https://scielo.conicyt.cl/pdf/magallania/v47n1/0718-2244-magallania-47-01-5.pdf

Historian Mateo Martinic, however, considers Sars Bank, 350 km south of Diego Ramírez
Islands, as a better fit for Elizabeth Island.

Wikipedia - Pactolus Bank
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pactolus_Bank

Sars Bank is located in the Drake Passage in between the southern tip of South America and
Antarctica. The bank's coordinates are 59°35′22.18″S 69°0′42.87″W, about 350 km south of
Diego Ramírez Islands and 500 km from the South Shetland Islands. The top of the bank lies
a few hundred meters under sea level.

Wikipedia - Sars Bank
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sars_Bank

Nowadays, the available clues make Elizabeth Island remarkably easy to find.

Clue #1: Elizabeth Island is in an island group once known as the Elizabethides.

Map of South America by Thomas Kitchin - 1779
https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/object/P_1872-0113-1143

Clue #2: The Elizabethides are “far south” of the Strait of Magellan.

The passage received its English name from the 16th-century privateer Francis Drake 
during his circumnavigation. Drake's only remaining ship, after having passed through the 
Strait of Magellan, was blown far south in September 1578.

Wikipedia - Drake Passage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drake_passage

In 1578 Drake, with a small flotilla, was seeking to enter the Pacific to attack Spanish trade 
there. In August 1578, he arrived at the Straits of Magellan. By September he had found his 
way through and entered the Southern Ocean, only to be blown south in a series of storms.

Wikipedia - Elizabeth Island (Cape Horn)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_Island_(Cape_Horn  )

Clue #3: Elizabeth Island appears to be a breached volcanic crater.

The island was described by Francis Fletcher (the expedition's chaplain) who left sketches 
and a map, and by da Silva, the navigator. From this, marine historian Felix Riesenberg 
produced a composite: an island 30 miles from north to south, almost square, without a 
peak, with a lake at its centre; he hypothesised that it was the crater of an extinct 
volcano.

Wikipedia - Elizabeth Island (Cape Horn)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_Island_(Cape_Horn)

These three clues point towards two “current” volcanoes in the South Shetland Islands.

The South Shetland Islands are a group of Antarctic islands with a total area of 3,687 
km2 (1,424 sq mi). They lie about 120 km (75 mi) north of the Antarctic Peninsula, and 
between 430 km (270 mi) to 900 km (560 mi) southwest from the nearest point of the South 
Orkney Islands.

Wikipedia - South Shetland Islands
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Shetland_Islands

The Shetland Plate, or South Shetland Plate, is a tectonic microplate located off the tip of 
the Antarctic Peninsula and contains the South Shetland Islands.
…
Current volcanism can be seen at Deception Island and Penguin Island.

Wikipedia - Shetland Plate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shetland_Plate

One glance at the map unmasks Deception Island as Elizabeth Island.
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62°58′37″S 60°39′00″W

Deception Island is an island in the South Shetland Islands close to the Antarctic 
Peninsula with a large and safe natural harbour.[better source needed] 

This island is the caldera of an active volcano, which seriously damaged local scientific 
stations in 1967 and 1969. The island previously held a whaling station; it is now a tourist 
destination and scientific outpost, with Argentine and Spanish research bases. 

Wikipedia - Deception Island
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deception_Island

Deception Island provides “shelter in a haven on its eastern shore”.

Wikipedia - Deception Island
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deception_Island

With Port Foster standing in for Port Sir Francis Drake.

Port Foster is one of the safest harbours in Antarctica, located in Deception Island in the
South Shetland Islands.
…
The center of Deception Island is a caldera, formed by a gigantic volcanic eruption and later 
flooded. This has created the 10 by 7 km (6.2 by 4.3 mi) basin-like harbour of Port Foster.

The entrance to Port Foster is only 560 m (1,840 ft) wide and is named Neptune's Bellows.

Wikipedia - Port Foster
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Port_Foster

Accounting for the Movement
If Deception Island and Elizabeth Island are the same landmass then the island has moved [in whole
numbers] 6° South and 18° East since 1578.

The scale of the change is not entirely unexpected because there are indications the Antarctic 
Circumpolar Current only began to circulate through the Drake Passage around 1600 CE.

When visually comparing the Southern hemisphere 2001 Vostok Ice Core Deuterium data 
[by depth] with Leona Libby’s Northern Hemisphere Old Japanese Cedar Tree Chronology 
it’s far easier to reconcile the hemispheres after 1625.

The 1625 regime change may [or may not] be associated with the opening of the Drake 
Passage and the establishment of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current.

Malaga Bay - Ptolemy’s Paradigm: Antarctic Alignment
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2021/03/21/ptolemys-paradigm-antarctic-alignment/

The Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) is an ocean current that flows clockwise (as 
seen from the South Pole) from west to east around Antarctica. … The ACC has been known
to sailors for centuries; it greatly speeds up any travel from west to east, but makes sailing 
extremely difficult from east to west, although this is mostly due to the prevailing 
westerly winds.

Wikipedia – Antarctic Circumpolar Current
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antarctic_Circumpolar_Current

The Drake Passage is considered one of the most treacherous voyages for ships to make. 
Currents at its latitude meet no resistance from any landmass, and waves top 40 feet, hence 
its reputation as "the most powerful convergence of seas".

Wikipedia - Drake Passage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drake_Passage

Furthermore, it would have been “extremely difficult” for gales to have driven Drake “far to the 
west and south” for “seven weeks” if the West-to-East Antarctic Circumpolar Current had been 
flowing through the Drake Passage at a rate of “11 to 24 miles per day” along with the “prevailing 
westerly winds” blowing at “strong to gale force”.

Sir Francis Drake sailed from Plymouth on 15 November 1577, in command of a fleet of 
five ships under his flagship Pelican, later renamed the Golden Hinde.
...
His ships entered the Magellan Strait on 23 August and emerged in the Pacific Ocean on 6 
September. Drake set a course to the north-west, but on the following day a gale scattered 
the ships. … The gales persisted for more than seven weeks.

The Golden Hinde was driven far to the west and south, before clawing its way back 
towards land. On 22 October, the ship anchored off an island which Drake named 
"Elizabeth Island", where wood for the galley fires was collected and seals and penguins 
captured for food.

Wikipedia - Farthest South
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Farthest_South#Sir_Francis_Drake

Wikipedia - Tierra del Fuego
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tierra_del_Fuego

The first report of his discovery of an open channel south of Tierra del Fuego was written 
after the 1618 publication of the voyage of Willem Schouten and Jacob le Maire around 
Cape Horn in 1616.

Wikipedia - Francis Drake's Circumnavigation - Rounding South America
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Francis_Drake's_Circumnavigation

The Relation of a Wonderfull Voiage - William Cornelison Schouten - 1619
https://archive.org/details/relationofwonder00unse/page/23/mode/1up

Overall, the evidence suggests the impact momentum transferred to the South Sandwich Plate 
enabled it to punch through the Drake Passage between South America and Antarctica in 1600 CE.

The South Sandwich Plate or Sandwich Plate is a minor tectonic plate bounded by the 
subducting South American Plate to the east, the Antarctic Plate to the south and the Scotia 
Plate to the west. The plate is separated from the Scotia Plate by the East Scotia Rise, a back
arc spreading ridge formed by the subduction zone on its eastern margin.

The South Sandwich Islands are located on this small plate.

Wikipedia - South Sandwich Plate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Sandwich_Plate

Nowadays, the impact momentum of the South Sandwich Plate has largely dissipated as it slides 
slowly [47 mm per year] across the floor of the Atlantic Ocean using friction and compression to 
heat and soften the ocean floor. Displaced molten rock is extruded via the leading edge volcanic arc 
and the [so called] spreading ridge of the trailing edge [see footnotes for more information].

Wikipedia - South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Sandwich_Islands

NASA Earth Observatory - Lava Lake Discovered on Mount Michael
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/145328/lava-lake-discovered-on-mount-michael

Mount Michael [Saunders Island], a volcano known to have erupted explosively in 1819, 
and has erupted repeatedly since 2000, most recently in 2005. The 700 m (2,297 ft) diameter
summit crater contains a persistent lava lake, one of only eight in the world.

Wikipedia - Saunders Island, South Sandwich Islands
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saunders_Island,_South_Sandwich_Islands

There is much debate about when the Drake Passage was opened, due to deep currents like 
the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC).
...
The 800-kilometre (500 mi) wide passage between Cape Horn and Livingston Island is the 
shortest crossing from Antarctica to another landmass.

Wikipedia - Drake Passage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drake_Passage

The mainstream Age of the Ocean Floor suggests The Drake Passage Impact Event 
occurred around 33 million years ago.

Malaga Bay - The Drake Passage Impact Event
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2013/12/28/the-drake-passage-impact-event/

Malaga Bay - Geological Rot
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2020/09/01/geological-rot/

The displacement of Elizabeth Island caused by the South Sandwich Plate creating the Drake 
Passage has been supplemented by the inflation of the Earth's Southern polar region.

Records reveal Cape Horn has moved North by almost two degrees in the last 405 years.

Overall, the evidence indicates the Inflating Earth caused the polar regions to experience 
similar rates of inflation and [therefore] similar insolation changes.

Malaga Bay - Ptolemy’s Paradigm: Antarctic Alignment
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2021/03/21/ptolemys-paradigm-antarctic-alignment/

As always:

Review the evidence and draw your own conclusions.

Footnotes
The combination of leading edge liquefaction and trailing edge solidification that enables the South 
Sandwich Plate to gracefully glide across the floor of the Atlantic Ocean is called regelation.

Regelation is the phenomenon of ice melting under pressure and refreezing when the 
pressure is reduced.

We can demonstrate regelation by looping a fine wire around a block of ice, with a heavy 
weight attached to it. The pressure exerted on the ice slowly melts it locally, permitting the 
wire to pass through the entire block. The wire's track will refill as soon as pressure is 
relieved, so the ice block will remain solid even after wire passes completely through.

This experiment is possible for ice at −10 °C or cooler, and while essentially valid, the 
details of the process by which the wire passes through the ice are complex.
...
It occurs only for substances such as ice, that have the property of expanding upon 
freezing, for the melting points of those substances decrease with the increasing external 
pressure.

Wikipedia - Regelation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regelation

Does Pressure Melt Ice? - Veritasium - 14 Aug 2011
https://youtu.be/gM3zP72-rJE

That ice can be melted by increase of pressure was first pointed out by James Thomson in 
1849. He showed that, since water expands on freezing, the laws of thermodynamics require 
that its freezing-point must be lowered by increase of pressure; and he calculated that for 
every additional atmosphere of pressure the freezing-point of water was lowered by 0.0075°.
...
When two blocks of ice at 0° C. are pressed together or even simply laid in contact, 
they gradually unite along their touching surfaces till they form one block.

This “regelation” is due to the increased pressure at the various points of contact causing the 
ice there to melt and cool. The water so formed tends to escape, thus relieving the pressure 
for an instant, refreezing and returning to the original temperature. This succession of 
melting and freezing, with their accompanying thermal effects, goes on until the two blocks 
are cemented into one.

1911 Encyclopædia Britannica - Volume 14 - Ice
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/1911_Encyclop%C3%A6dia_Britannica/Ice

The hypothesis was that the blade of an ice skate, exerting pressure on the ice, melts a thin 
layer, providing lubrication between the ice and the blade. This explanation, called 
"pressure melting", originated in the 19th century.
...
In the 20th century, an alternative explanation, called "friction melting" … showed that 
because of the viscous frictional heating, a macroscopic layer of melt ice is in-between the 
ice and the skate.

Wikipedia - Ice skating
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ice_skating#Physical_mechanics_of_skating
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